The Martian Bouncing Spider

Flatten the model rotationally.

Squash!

Zucchini! Duck Duck
Duck Goose the other
three flaps.
Zoom in on the upper right quarter.

Bud! Duck Duck Duck Goose the other three flaps.

Now to finish your martian bouncing spider, grab the tip of each leg one at a time and gently pull down and out till the middle of the leg becomes tubelike. It’s not as sad as it sounds because...

Odd note here: If you feel the need to improve your spider’s bounce, do some careful wetfolding at the end, or use glue {editor says NO!} if you want to hold the square part of his body together, or just use stiff paper like I do and it should work just fine! –Perry

...The Martian Bouncing Spider is all done, and all set ready to go on a jumpin’ jubilee!
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